
Outline for all Careers on Website:

Different Types of Career
Examples: product vs. transportation Industrial Designer
Motion vs. Interation vs, Print Communication Designer
What They Do –––––ONE VIDEO PER FIELD
Skills they use (general, like “think spatially”)
Requirements
What they need to be able to do technically
Environment / Conditions
Where they could work / who they could work for / hours / employment rate
How you can learn it
What degree you use for this
Extra
Any examples of extra schooling or knowledge needed above and beyond 
general 

Wireframes
(sort of)

“Did you know...how many people it takes to make a movie?”
*zoom out from director to many, many people*

“As you can see, many creative people contribute to the making 
of a film. You may know some, like the director and actors, but 
there are a lot more people that you may have noticed in the 
very long credits of a film who have titles you might not recog-
nize, such as best boy grip, or Director of Photography. Let’s 
take a look at what creative careers exist in the Film Industry.”

A movie is divided up into 5 different phases of production. 
Each career role has differing amounts of involvement from 
only one phase to all phases of production. Every movie starts 
with the development phase....
*Movie Timeline, focusing on roles throughout process*

“Have you seen a creative career in the film industry that inter-
ests you? Check out all the roles and more in the ‘Film Industry’ 
 section of our site!”

Script

Intro

~30 sec

Movie
Timeline

~2 min

Outro

~15 sec

~1 min 34 sec~1 min 35 sec ~2 min 44 sec ~1 min 35 sec

~7 min 28 sec TOTAL



A movie is divided up into 5 different phases of produc-
tion. Each career role has differing amounts of involve-
ment from only one phase to all phases of production. 
Every movie starts with the development phase. The 
screenwriter researches and develops story ideas and 
writes a screenplay for their story which will be the struc-
ture for the movie. 

A director picks up the screenplay he likes and becomes 
the driving creative force behind the movie's production. 
He will visualize and define the style of the film. He then 
works with the screenwriter to write the actual script for 
the movie from the initial outline. This process usually 
hits at least three drafts of writing and rewriting before 
the final script is agreed upon.

Next, the script is shown to a storyboard artist who draws 
a series of pictures to visually represent the action that 
takes place in the script. Many of these shots for char-
acter and camera movement will apear in the final film. 
The director's assistant, called the First Assistant Direc-
tor, will work with the storyboard artist to break down the 
script into this shot-by-shot storyboard and work with the 
dirtector to determine the shot order and how long each 
scene will take to actually film.

The final part of the development phase is receiving the 
money - the producers and co-producers pick up the story 
and decided if it will be profitable and will now work to-
wards making money on this film.

Movie
Timeline

Development
~24 sec

~1 min 35 sec

~25 sec

~31 sec

~15 sec



Once the money is in the bank, the movie moves on to 
Pre-production phase. This is when key crew members 
are picked and the real leg-work for the movie begins. 
The casting director finds and selects or "casts" appropri-
ate actors for the film, who, once chosen, read the script 
and bring the characters from within it to life on the big 
screen. The director has the final say as to who is chosen 
and this process is very time-consuming. If there are any 
fight or dance sequences in the film, different choreogra-
phers will  be used to plan, create, and teach the move-
ments to these actors.

At the same time, a location scout will be doing the same 
thing the casting director does with actors, but with loca-
tions. They will head out with director specifications to 
find the appropriate locations for each scene if it will not 
be shot in a set. They will also negotiate any fees, terms, 
or permisions if they are required. *show like pyramids of 
Eqypt or Times Square for this part?*

A shot list is created by Director and the 1st AD. This will 
have a description of framing, focal length, camera move-
ment, and other things to think about for each shot. The 
script is broken down into every location, prop, effect and 
any other items needed for the movie's shoot so that ev-
erything is planned out.

Next, the Cinematogropher, production designer, and 1st 
AD will follow the director while he visits every location 
and tells the Heads of Department what each shot will 
entail, like where the camera will be, how it will move, and 
what the actors will be doing. The 1st AD takes notes 
and will voice any concerns, like background noise for 
instance. *aiplane in background of airport?* 

The 1st AD will then develop a shooting schedule and 
make sure it is kept. This schedule is ordered by lighting 
and camera set-ups and not by story order.

The production designer designs and overseas the cre-
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redundant
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ation of set pieces, and arranges purchasing of items 
such as plants and furniture. The costume designer does 
the same, but for costumes.

The Art Director makes sure the film has a visual identity 
that is consistent amongst this process.

Meanwhile, the look for the characters is made consis-
tent on the actors by the Make-up and Hair team.

The Chief Hairdresser designs and executes the hair styl-
ing, Chief Make-up artist designs and creates the make-
up, with hairdressers, designers, and artists, underneath 
them to apply the designs based on their direction.

Movie
Timeline

Pre-production
continued

~14 sec

~6 sec

~6 sec

~13 sec

~2 min 44 sec



Now the third phase of movie-making begins and is 
called the Production phase. In this phase the actual 
filming of the movie takes place, which is called Principal 
Photography. 

Each day the crew is called to the location and the 1st 
AD oversees their setting up. While the crew sets up, the 
director will walk the actors through each shot of the day 
and they rehearse what the actor will do and the camera 
will do. This is called blocking the shot. *director with his 
viewfinder?*

The Director will work with the cinematogropher or Direc-
tor of Photography (*my name is very controversal* in his 
speech bubble) to choose the focal length, camera place-
ment, the actor's marks, camera movement. The camera 
operator works with them as well but is the actual man 
behind the camera. 

The boom operator will be the man holding the micro-
phone on a long pole and tries to hold it just out of frame 
while the production sound mixer makes sure the record-
ings are clear. 

The console operator will operate the fixed lights on the 
set and the moving light operator programs the lights 
that move. The gaffer overseas the lighting and the Best 
Boy, regardless of his or her gender (*it's an old naming 
convention* from his speech bubble) works under him as 
the best electrician and jack-of-all-trades. 

After each take, the director will review it on a monitor 
and decides what needs tweeked if anything. Any one of 
these people could adjust something they are doing to 
get it just right. This process can repeat for awhile before 
the director decides to move on to the next shot.

Movie
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Production

~1 min 35 sec

~13 sec

~18 sec

~18 sec

~12 sec

~18 sec

~16 sec

redundant? 
From the other 
redundants?



The last phase of a movie before it hits the big screen is 
the Post-Production phase. In this phase, the final and 
most important touches are added to the film.

The movie's raw video is collected and sequenced by the 
editor who even cuts down scenes and tries to make the 
movie as clear and concise as possible. No one wants to 
sit through a 6 hour movie. 

If there are any visual effects to add, now is the time. 
Visual effects artists will add anything that was unable to 
be shot practically on set or at location. Any sound ef-
fects are added to the movie by the foley editor. The col-
orist will then color-grade the film to have a precise look 
and tone. These individuals work with the Cinematogra-
pher closely to ensure his original vision is not changed.

Around this time the title designer will design the opening 
title sequence, which will be the first thing the audience 
sees in the movie and sets the stage for the rest of the 
film.

The music, arguably the most important part of a film, will 
be created by the composer, from watching rough cuts 
of the film. The director will work with the composer to 
determine when a musical que must start or stop, what 
instruments he wants to hear, and what the tone of the 
scene is. The composer is then responsible for writing 
the music for the film.

Once the movie is finshed it moves to the final phase of 
it's extensive process where it is distributed to theaters 
around the world and is played at your local theater by 
the projectionist who is usually the guy you yell at if any-
thing goes wrong with the picture or sound.

Movie
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1.0 Development
Film takes shape 
Foundational elements are assembled
1.1 Story development / treatment / scriptment / plot points / structure
story is developed - structure
screenwriter Screenwriter - research and develop story ideas and write screenplays
scene-by-scene outline of the whole movie. 
1.2 Writing the screenplay
screenwriter  - Screenplay 
the actual script
1.3 Re-writing the screenplay
screenwriter - at least three drafts Storyboard Artist - draw a series of pictures to represent a script or screenplay

1.4 Financing the movie
iDK - money assets?Co-Producer - work with Producers to turn stories into profitable films. Their responsibilities vary 
hugely.

2.0 Pre-production
Starts when the money is in the bank
start to select key crew members 
Director of Photography (Cinematographer)- work with the Director, camera crew and lighting department to create the 
visual identity, or look, of a film
the real prep stage of the process begins 
2.1 Casting
Casting Directors - finding Actors - Interpreting others' words in order to bring a script to life, and to put flesh and 
blood on characters who match the director’s specs, the preliminary selection –most time-consuming 
and tedious part Casting Director - organise the casting (selecting) of Actors for all roles in a film Choreographer - 
plan, create and realise the dance or movement design concept for Directors, Producers and Designers, and train Danc-
ers and Actors in dance routines and movement
Director makes the final choices
2.2 Locations
location scouts – just like casting directors –they go out with your specifications and find candi-
dates for your locations (and in any case they have extensive libraries of locations they already 
know). Location Manager - find ideal locations for a film shoot and negotiate fees, terms and permissions

2.3 Shot list
This is simply a numbered list of shots, with a description of the framing and other details such as 
focal length, camera movement, things to bear in mind and other issues. Sometimes storyboards 
are included. – Director does?
2.4 Script breakdown
every item needed for the movie’s shoot is identified. This includes locations, props, effects – pro-
ducer does?
2.5 Tech scout
-the director, cinematographer, production designer, line producer and 1st AD go on the tech scout. 
-the director to visit each and every location with the heads of department and explain precisely 
what each shot will entail: where the camera will be, details of camera movement, what the actors 
will be doing, what the look of the scene must be, and so on. The 1st AD makes a careful note of 
anything the director says that has important implications for the shoot. A good 1st AD will also 
warn the director and other heads of department of any problems that may arise, such as back-
ground noise that may compromise good location sound recording. The tech scout is one reason 
for which when a film crew is setting up, it looks like the director is just sitting back and letting the 

Movie
Timeline - Rough

leave out



crew get on with it: it is because they were already briefed in great detail during the tech scout well 
in advance.
2.6 Scheduling by the 1st AD
After the tech scout the 1st AD uses the director’s shot list to draw up a schedule for each day of the 
shoot. This is one of the main roles of 1st ADs, 
- schedule shots in the order of lighting or camera setups (whichever is the most time-consuming), 
not in chronological order
2.7 Production design
the production designer designs and oversees the production of set pieces, and arranges the pro-
curement of anything that needs to be purchased: plants, furniture, etc. The costume designer does 
the same. Art Director - realise the Production Designer's creative vision for all the sets and locations that give pro-
ductions their look and feel Chief Hairdresser - responsible for the overall design and execution of hair styling on feature 
films are in charge of the Hairdressing Department.
Chief Make-Up Artist - design and create the make-up on feature films and big budget commercials, running the Make-up 
Department and supervising the application of all
Hairdresser - researching, styling and overseeing continuity for hair for actors and extras on set
Make-up and Hair Artist - create make-ups and hairstyles to meet production requirements and oversee make-up and 
hair continuity
Make-up and Hair Designer - do the design, application and continuity of make-up and hair
Make-up Artist - work with the Chief Make-up Artist, applying make-up and overseeing make-up continuity, including 
facial hair and small prosthetics

3.0 Production
actually shooting Best Boy - the best electrician in the team led by the Gaffer and applies to both men and women.
Boom Operator - assist the Production Sound Mixer and operate the boom microphone.
Camera Operator - prepare and operate the camera and all its equipment, working with the Director and Director of Pho-
tography
Console Operator - They operate the generic, conventional or fixed lights on a film set.
Gaffer - oversee all practical and technical aspects of the electrics and lighting to get the right effects.
Moving Light Operator - operate, programme and maintain automated moving lights
Production Sound Mixer - work with the Boom Operator to make sure dialogue recorded during filming is clear

3.1 Principal photography – setting up
Each day’s schedule begins with the call time, which is the time at which the crew must report to the 
location. The 1st AD immediately begins to oversee the crew, and the director need not be around at 
this stage, although he probably there thinking about the shots 
3.2 Rehearsal
While the crew unloads the trucks and sets up, Director walk the actors through the shot and deter-
mine what they do in relation to the camera. This is known as blocking the shot – Director’s View-
finder asset - no substitute for experimenting with the viewfinder with the actors on their marks
3.3 Setting up shots
Director choose Focal Length, camera placement, the actor’s marks and other details such as cam-
era movement, the director tells the cinematographer where to put the camera, which lens to use 
and the details of any camera movement. Different directors get involved with camerawork to differ-
ent extents.
3.4 Checking the take
After a take, the director reviews it on a video monitor (in digital movie-making) and decides what 

needs to be tweaked. The process is repeated until the director is satisfied. 

4.0 Post-production Post Production Supervisor - Looking after the post production process and budget, 

liaising be



4.1 Editing
movie editing. (director and editor?) 
visual effects, (visual effects artist(s)) including CGI and color grading (colorist)
Editor - work closely with the Director to cut scenes down and move around
Colorist - make sure that all shots in each scene match one another by balancing colour saturation and luminance from 
shot to shot
Title Designer - design the graphics for the opening titles, captions and end cards of films

4.2 Sound mixing
Sound mixing involves adding any necessary sound effects, setting the level of each soundtrack 
Foley Editor - adds specialist subtle sounds to enhance the action or realism in a scene
Sound Designer - manage the sound post production process

4.3 Music
The composition and production by composers. Directors can tell them: - when a music cue must 
start and stop; 
- what instruments you want to hear; 
- whether it should be happy or sad; 
- its speed; and 
- anything else they want. 
Composer - responsible for writing original music for films
Music Editor - responsible for all the music featured on film soundtracks.

4.4 Test screenings
with a small number of people who give their feedback.

5.0 Movie distribution
When the movie is complete, it goes to theaters.
eProjectionists - receive, inspect, administer and project films. They are often responsible for all aspects of the cinema's 
technical operations outside of the projection room.

people who work for that department and are learning that career, starting 
at the bottom, and assisting everyone else

Assistants and Trainees
Lighting
Art Department
Choreography
Construction
Carpentry
Editing
Hair & Makeup
Location
Production
Audio/Dubbing
Camera
Casting
Costume Design
Editing
Directing
Marketing
Post Production



ON SET
Director - the driving creative force in a film's production - visualising and defining the style and 
structure of the film, then bringing it to life
First Assistant Director - Being the Director's right-hand person, taking responsibility for a number 
of important practicalities so that the Director is free to concentrate on the creative process
Breaking down the script into a shot-by-shot storyboard, working with the Director to determine 
the shoot order, and how long each scene will take to film
Drawing up the shooting schedule (a timetable for the filming) and making sure it’s kept to
Actor - Interpreting others' words in order to bring a script to life, and to put flesh and blood on 
characters
Best Boy - the best electrician in the team led by the Gaffer and applies to both men and women.
Boom Operator - assist the Production Sound Mixer and operate the boom microphone.
Camera Operator - prepare and operate the camera and all its equipment, working with the Direc-
tor and Director of Photography
Console Operator - They operate the generic, conventional or fixed lights on a film set.
Director of Photography (Cinematographer)- work with the Director, camera crew and lighting 
department to create the visual identity, or look, of a film
Gaffer - oversee all practical and technical aspects of the electrics and lighting to get the right 
effects.
Moving Light Operator - operate, programme and maintain automated moving lights
Production Sound Mixer - work with the Boom Operator to make sure dialogue recorded during 
filming is clear
HAIR & MAKEUP
Chief Hairdresser - responsible for the overall design and execution of hair styling on feature 
films are in charge of the Hairdressing Department.
Chief Make-Up Artist - design and create the make-up on feature films and big budget commer-
cials, running the Make-up Department and supervising the application of all
Hairdresser - researching, styling and overseeing continuity for hair for actors and extras on set
Make-up and Hair Artist - create make-ups and hairstyles to meet production requirements and 
oversee make-up and hair continuity
Make-up and Hair Designer - do the design, application and continuity of make-up and hair
Make-up Artist - work with the Chief Make-up Artist, applying make-up and overseeing make-up 
continuity, including facial hair and small prosthetics
KEY STEP PEOPLE /PRE/POST PRODUCTION
Screenwriter - research and develop story ideas and write screenplays
Storyboard Artist - draw a series of pictures to represent a script or screenplay
Art Director - realise the Production Designer's creative vision for all the sets and locations that 
give productions their look and feel
Colorist - make sure that all shots in each scene match one another by balancing colour satura-
tion and luminance from shot to shot
Composer - responsible for writing original music for films
Editor - work closely with the Director to cut scenes down and move around
Foley Editor - adds specialist subtle sounds to enhance the action or realism in a scene
Music Editor - responsible for all the music featured on film soundtracks.
Sound Designer - manage the sound post production process
Title Designer - design the graphics for the opening titles, captions and end cards of films
Projectionists - receive, inspect, administer and project films. They are often responsible for all 
aspects of the cinema's technical operations outside of the projection room.
CHOOSE SHIT
Casting Director - organise the casting (selecting) of Actors for all roles in a film
Location Manager - find ideal locations for a film shoot and negotiate fees, terms and permis-
sions
OTHER
Choreographer - plan, create and realise the dance or movement design concept for Directors, 
Producers and Designers, and train Dancers and Actors in dance routines and movement
Co-Producer - work with Producers to turn stories into profitable films. Their responsibilities vary 
hugely.
Post Production Supervisor - Looking after the post production process and budget, liaising be-

Movie
Careers 
that will 
actually 

be in 
video?

Development
Pre-production
Production
Post-production
Movie distribution



tween the Producer, Editor, Supervising Sound Editor, Facilities Companies the Facilities Compa-
nies and the Production Accountant
Producer - responsible for all aspects of a film's production, putting together a creative and 
talented cast and crew, and turning story ideas into profitable films
Unit Stills Photographer - take photographs of film sets or studio shoots
SET CREATION
Chargehand Carpenter - oversee the construction and installation of all wooden structures and 
props on film sets and locations
Carpenter - Carpenters build, install and remove wooden structures on film sets and locations
Chargehand Painter - run the painting team on film productions
Chargehand Rigger - manage a team, or gang, of Riggers on specific rigging projects during film 
production
Concept Artist - produce the illustrations that help Production Designers realise their vision
Construction Manager - supervise the construction of sets and stages for film productions
Costume Designer - in charge of designing, creating, acquiring and hiring all costumes for Ac-
tors and extras
Costume Maker - make, fit and alter all costumes that cannot be bought or hired
Costume Supervisor - the key contact for the hair and make-up and art departments and the 
production office
Drapesmaster - manage the production and installation of all soft furnishings on film sets
Draftsman - produce technical drawings and accurate models of all of the set designs
Graphic Artist - create all the props with graphic or written elements
Greensmen - use foliage and greenery to transform a location to fit script requirements, or to 
build a landscape in a studio.
Grip - build and maintain all equipment that supports cameras, helping to position and move 
cameras smoothly and safely.
Head of Department Rigger - oversee all scaffolding on film sets and run the rigging department
Lighting Technician - set up lighting equipment
Model Maker - design, create and produce 3D scale models and miniatures for use on film pro-
ductions
Painter - apply paint, varnish, wallpaper and other finishes to props, scenery and sets
Practical Lighting Technician - Sorting out power supplies on set, making sure that all electrical 
equipment is safely installed and maintained
Prop Maker - plan and create the required props using the instructions, designs or rough ideas 
by the Production Designer, Art Director or Property Master
Property Master - run the property department and oversee the sourcing and making of props
Scenic Artist - paint backdrops, murals and many other elements on film sets

people who work for that department and are learning that career, starting 
at the bottom, and assisting everyone else

Assistants and Trainees
Lighting
Art Department
Choreography
Construction
Carpentry
Editing
Hair & Makeup
Location
Production
Audio/Dubbing
Camera
Casting
Costume Design
Editing
Directing
Marketing
Post Production


